Brief Summary
The Moon still has countless unanswered questions, and each consecutive year major discoveries are made. The ability to precisely date and find impact craters on the lunar surface will prove to be an invaluable tool – especially when future occupation becomes a priority. Lunar satellites such as the Lunar Recognisance Orbiter (LRO) has been collecting a wealth of high-resolution imagery, allowing us to continually find new features at finer scales. At these scales we can see smaller and smaller impact craters, which need to be recorded. Manually detecting these small craters (which logarithmically increase in abundance the smaller they get) is an impossible task to do in a lifetime, but a computer that has learned to find craters can automate the task in a matter of hours. Crater chronologies, which thrive on large samples sizes, can produce very precise ages for a small cratered surface. Giving us the ability to find and pinpoint specific event/surface/impact ages. All in all, there is still plenty left to do on the Moon.
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